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Проект быстрого энергетического реактора БН-800 содержит новый элемент
конструкции в активной зоне - натриевую полость, которую можно рассматривать как
пассивное средство защиты, позволяющее облегчить тяжёлые последствия аварии с
потерей циркуляции теплоносителя (LOFWS). Для правильной оценки натриевого
пустотного эффекта реактивности (НПЭР) в новой активной зоне были проведены
многочисленные исследования. В данном докладе обобщены и проанализированы
некоторые результаты недавно проведённых расчётных и экспериментальных

: исследований. На основе этих исследований уточнена расчётная величина НПЭР в
' проектном варианте реактора БН-800.

Introduction

Zero value of the integral SVR in the BN-800 fast reactor was achieved by means of
removing the upper axial blanket Sodium starts boiling in the upper most heated parte of
the core that results in the sharp, increase of neutron leakage. The negative reactivity
because of the increased neutron leakage compensates upon the value the positive
reactivity of spectral hardening, making as a result integral SVR value close to zero. The
calculation of such a value is a matter of special concern and care. At present the SVR
calculation^ uncertainty can be assessed on the level of + 0.7% Ak/k (in terms of 2or) if 10%
is attributed to the spectral component and 20% - to the leakage one.

To reduce this uncertainty for the 6N-800 fast reactor design some recent calculational
and experimental data have been analysed.

I. Low reactivity sodium-void experiments

1. ZEBRA experiments

To assess Russian calculation methods and data for low SVR designs a series of
benchmark experiments performed in the United Kingdom's ZEBRA facility has been
analysed. The ZEBRA experiments were carried out in a heterogeneous assembly which
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simulated a 1000 Mw power reactor design with a 0.95 m diameter central breeder zone
surrounded by a 2.1 m outer diameter fissile annulus with the UK Magnox reactor
plutonium. Approximately 40% of the core height was voided in a quadrant of fissile
annulus, with reactivity change being measured for this zone and at four intermediate
stages. In total about 60 kg of sodium was removed in the experiments.

The measured reactivity change was positive throughout the voiding, with a maximum
value of 0.33*10"*Ak/k per kg Na for a region at the centre of the annulus. The reactivity
change decreased to 0.02*1 O^Ak/k per kg Na when sector was fully voided between the
central fertile island boundary and the radial breeder boundary, confirming the low void
reactivity characteristics of the annular core.

The ZEBRA experiments were analysed using both routine Russian fast reactor codes
(IPPE, Obninsk) and recently developed versions (Keldysch Institute of Applied
Mathematics, Moscow). All of the codes employed the ABBN-78 national nuclear data
library with the ARAMACO nuclear data preparation system.

The calculational analyses generally overpredict the measured reactivity changes, with
calculated values of 0.34*10"4 to 0.48*1 O^Ak/k per kg Na for the central region and
0.09*10"4 to 0.16*10"* Ak/k per kg Na for the fully voided sector.

2. BFS experiments.

The BFS experiments were carried out in four assemblies, which simulated the BN-800
sodium p\enum power reactor design. Three of them BFS-54-2. BFS-54-3, BFS-56 were
mock-ups of the simplified reactor design, the fourth assembly BFS-58 represented a full-
scaled mock-up of the reactor. The core of the BFS-54-2 and BFS-56 was uniform zone
charged with uranium and plutonium fuel correspondingly. The BFS-54-3 core was the
same core of the BFS-54-2 with the plutonium fuel inserted into its centra} part. The BFS-58
assembly core comprised three sub-zones as it is in the BN-800 reactor design. The central
sub-zone employing weapons-grade plutonium comprised reactor control rod simulators.
The peripheral zones employed enriched uranium. The BFS-58 radial dimensions were by
a factor 0.88 lesser in comparison with the reactor ones. Axial dimensions were close to the
reactor ones.

Sodium void reactivity measurements were carried out under sodium removal from both
sodium plenum and the core area. At each experiment stage sodium pellets of several fuel
tubes were being replaced with the equal amounts of empty steel sheaths. In total about
300 kg Na was removed in the experiments on the BFS-58 assembly.

Calculational reactivities were derived using both diffusion and transport computer
codes which are usually used in the routine neutronic calculations of fast reactor designs.
The main conclusion arising from the comparison of calculated and measured SVR values
is the following: for the BFS-58 maximum voiding («0.8 R of central sub-zone) the
calculated SVR value overpredicts the measured one by a value of about 0.3% Ak/k.

II. International SVR benchmark calculations.

In 1992 International benchmark calculations on a fast power reactor core with sodium
plenum were carried out. This work was organized and co-ordinated by the IAEA in
co-operation with the CEC. Six countries with seven contributions participated in this
benchmark (Germany, India, Japan, Russia, United Kingdom, United States of America).
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The benchmark core was based on the innovative core concept with sodium plenum
above the core which was employed for the Russian fast reactor BN-800. At the same time
some differences from the reactor design were available though.

Since only material compositions and geometry were defined for the benchmark model,
each participant had to use his own cross-sections and calculational tools.

The benchmark has shown that the overall sodium void effect of the benchmark core
with its specified properties is close to zero. At the same time Russian figures exceed the
other ones for all considered void configurations. The numerical analysis of these
differences shows that the value of the displacement for Russian SVR figures may be
assessed at the level of +0.3% Ak/k.

III. Specified SVR value for the BN-800 fast reactor design.

All mentioned in previous sections may be summarized as follows in Table 1.

Table 1
The data being used for the assessment of SVR value for the BN-800 fast reactor

design, % Ak/k.

! 1. The BN-800 design neutronic calculations i +0.47±0.22 " I
[ 2. The BFS experiments j j
i -measured value j -0.614+0.06 ;

-calculated value | -0.285±0.153 j
3. The ZEBRA experiments Calculated SVR values are more ;

| positive than measured ones '
! 4. International SVR benchmark calculations '
j -displacement of Russian figures j +0.3 j
j -heterogeneity correction j -0.20±0.16 __j

"] In terms of 2a.

Using simple statistical approach one can derive the final figure : -0.03 ± 0.32% Ak/k.

Conclusion remarks.

The studies have been done recently on sodium void reactivity in fast reactors
permitted to derive more exact figure for the BN-800 fast reactor design. At present this
figure is equal to (2a):

-0.03 ± 0.32% Ak/k.

In addition to this the calculational uncertainty for the considered reactor design was
shortened by a factor of 2.

Thus, even in the most unfavourable event the integral SVR value for the BN-800 fast
reactor being equal to +0.29% Ak/k is lesser than delayed neutron fraction
(p«ff=0.36 % Ak/k). The gap of 0.07 % Ak/k is too small for us to rest on the laurels, so the
further studies in this direction are needed.
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